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With our leadership in commercial-grade development practices, industrialized architecture for knowledge curation,
and scalability, any genomics testing laboratory can adopt
NGS capabilities and address the following challenges:

CHALLENGE 1:

Scalability in sourcing, curating, and provisioning scientific and clinical findings for
accurate interpretation and reporting

CHALLENGE 3:

Continuous improvement in operational
efficiency, turnaround time, and production
costs
Costs and resources are limiting factors in the ability of a
clinical lab to operate efficiently. Inadequate bioinformatics solutions lead to higher production costs and extend
turnaround time for test results. QIAGEN’s bioinformatics
solutions have been designed to integrate with all aspects
of the clinical genomics environment to provide the most

Interpreting and reporting NGS test results requires the

robust, all-inclusive, and cost-effective tool for clinical labs.
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Without access to automated, scalable solutions that meet
this challenge, clinical testing laboratories are at risk of
under-interpreting their test results.

CHALLENGE 2:

Risk mitigation in test menu expansion

CHALLENGE 4:

Enable continuous learning of test results
and clinical findings
Clinical labs at production capacity run thousands of tests,
many with some clinical or technical relationship to others.

Many labs must rapidly and efficiently expand their test
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calling algorithms, and report design. Without access to a
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curated knowledge base as well as data processing and
algorithm development tools, lab teams are hindered in their
ability to rapidly design and introduce new tests.
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Conclusion
QIAGEN allows your lab to achieve efficiencies and mitigate
risk in the development and implementation of NGS genetic
tests. Our solutions provide operational continuity across the
entire test development spectrum and are compatible with
all major commercially available NGS systems. We enable
laboratories to stay current in test interpretation and reporting
with a vast source of curated scientific and clinical information from our publicly available and continually curated
QIAGEN Knowledge Base. Together, our solutions have
been designed to support any clinical laboratory to scale
efficiently with test menus, volume, and data.
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